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A B S T R A C T   

Triboelectrification can occur between any two materials with different charge affinities. This phenomenon 
represents the fundamental physics of triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs). Organic materials such as polymers 
have been widely used in TENGs because of their dielectric properties. Inorganic materials are, however, not 
widely studied despite the increasing attention paid to perovskite materials. In this paper, a new type of TENG 
has been fabricated based only on inorganic materials such as Mo6S3I6 and indium tin oxide (ITO). The output 
power density of the TENG operating in contact-separation mode reaches 18 W m− 2. Mechanisms of the high 
output involve the unique semiconducting property of Mo6S3I6 and the unique chemical composition of ITO. The 
findings in this study indicate that inorganic materials can be used for fabricating high-output TENGs for energy 
harvesting.   

1. Introduction 

Materials for TENGs [1] are very diverse and include polymers,[2–4] 
metals,[5,6] semiconductors [7,8] and nonmetal inorganic materials. 
[9] Polymers such as PTFE, [10–12] FEP, [13–15] PI, [13,16,17] PDMS, 
[18–20] and PET [21–23] are most frequently utilized triboelectric 
materials due to their excellent triboelectric effects and unique physical 
properties, such as elasticity. Metals are commonly used as both tribo-
electric materials for generating triboelectric charges and electrodes for 
conducting electrons. Semiconductors, especially two-dimensional ones 
such as MoS2 and WS2, [7,8] have also gained much interest because 
their semiconducting properties may bring more features to TENGs. Zou 
and coworkers [24] recently characterized the triboelectric effects of 
different nonmetallic materials, such as mica, glass, and boron nitride, 
showing the connections between the triboelectric charge densities and 

the work functions of the materials. 
Inorganic materials, except those metals mentioned above, are not as 

widely used in TENGs as organic materials because of their low output 
and the difficulties of making thin films for constructing TENGs. On the 
other hand, the thermal stability and resistance to irradiation make 
inorganic materials attractive for constructing TENGs. Recently, inor-
ganic perovskite materials such as CsPbX3 [9] have been used for 
making TENGs, and the output power has been found to be approxi-
mately 1.2 W m− 2. Perovskite nanoarrays [25] of rhombus Co(OH) 
(CO3)0.5/Pt/CsPbIBr2 boost charge transfer and increase the output 
power density to 2.04 W m− 2. New types of alloys, such as 
silicon-alloyed aluminum substrates, [26] have also been used in TENGs 
and exhibit an output power density of approximately 11.2 W m− 2. 

Despite the increasing interest in applying inorganic materials in 
TENGs, the choice of inorganic materials is still limited. New materials 
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with good triboelectric effects are in high demand for extending the 
application of TENGs. One candidate could be Mo6S3I6, a one- 
dimensional van der Waals material [27,28] in which small-diameter 
nanowires are weakly bound in bundles by van der Waals forces. [29] 
Mo6S3I6 is a quasi-one-dimensional conductor [30] when the nanowires 
are well bundled. However, the unbundled nanowires that have been 
found are semiconducting [31] with a bandgap of 1.2–1.5 eV and a work 
function of 4.78 eV. The material has been observed to respond strongly 
to an electrostatic field, making it an attractive material for use in 
TENGs. 

In this paper, we report an all-inorganic material-based TENG 
fabricated with Mo6S3I6 and ITO. The power density of the TENG rea-
ches 18 W m− 2, which is approximately 10 times higher than those of the 
other nonmetallic inorganic material-based TENGs. Mechanisms behind 
the high output include the unique semiconducting property of Mo6S3I6 
and the specific chemical composition of ITO. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Triboelectric effect of Mo6S3I6 and ITO 

The structure of Mo6S3I6 nanowires is shown in Fig. 1(a), which 
shows a polymer-like structure. Fig. 1(b) and (c) show scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images of Mo6S3I6 bundles and Mo6S3I6 film on 
copper tape, and the images were obtained before triboelectric studies. 
The diameters of the Mo6S3I6 bundles were approximately 200 nm [32], 
and the lengths were in the range of several to tens of micrometers. Fig. 1 
(d) shows an SEM image of the film after several contact-separation 
cycles against ITO (Fig. 1e), indicating that the bundles were 
destroyed and unbundled nanowires resulted. This unbundling process 
enhanced the semiconducting behavior of the Mo6S3I6 film, leading to 
the high output of the TENG. The mechanisms for this are discussed in 
detail below. 

The triboelectric effects of Mo6S3I6 bundles and ITO have not been 
well studied before. Therefore, it is important for us to characterize the 
triboelectric effects for further studies of TENGs constructed with the 
Mo6S3I6/ITO material pair. In this study, the triboelectric effect was 

investigated by measuring the open-circuit voltage and short circuit 
current of the triboelectrification between the Mo6S3I6 bundles or ITO 
and different materials (Fig. S1 shows the circuit used for the mea-
surement). After understanding the triboelectric effect of Mo6S3I6, we 
further studied an all-inorganic TENG with the operation mode shown in 
Fig. 1(f). 

We selected different materials, including both organic and inor-
ganic materials, to study the triboelectric effect of Mo6S3I6 and ITO.  
Fig. 2(a) shows the open-circuit voltages between Mo6S3I6 and the 
counter materials. The results indicated that Mo6S3I6 can either donate 
or accept electrons from other materials. The most significant negative 
open-circuit voltages were found between Mo6S3I6 and PTFE, and the 
most significant positive open-circuit voltage was found between 
Mo6S3I6 and clear cellulose (cellulose acetate). The results also show 
that the charge affinity of Mo6S3I6 is close to those of PI, bentonite and 
copper, as indicated by the small open-circuit voltages. 

The order of the short-circuit currents (Fig. 2b) measured did not 
follow the same order as the open-circuit voltages. The highest negative 
current was found between Mo6S3I6 and the PFA film, and the highest 
positive current was measured between Mo6S3I6 and the nylon film. The 
difference between the orders could be due to the differences in thick-
nesses and dielectric properties of the materials. 

Unlike Mo6S3I6, ITO has shown stronger positive charge affinity, 
since it donated electrons to most of the materials that were tested 
(Fig. 2c). It could only accept electrons from PEI, clear cellulose, nylon 
and PET. This behavior was consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2 
(a), where the ITO was positioned above only these four materials. The 
highest negative current (Fig. 2d) was measured for the ITO/PFA TENG, 
and the highest positive current was found for the ITO/PET TENG. 

2.2. Mo6S3I6/ITO based TENG 

Characterization of the triboelectric effect indicated that the tribo-
electrification between Mo6S3I6 and ITO is very impressive, as they are 
both inorganic materials. Further study of the performance of a TENG 
constructed with these materials indicated that the maximum open- 
circuit voltages and the maximum short-circuit currents reached 57 V 

Fig. 1. (a) Side view of a bundle of two Mo6S3I6 nanowires. (b) SEM image of the Mo6S3I6 bundles. (c) SEM image of Mo6S3I6 film on copper tape before TENG 
operation. (d) SEM image of the Mo6S3I6 film after several contact separation cycles with ITO. (e) SEM image of ITO film. (f) Schematic drawing of the circuit and 
operation of TENGs fabricated with Mo6S3I6 and ITO. 
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and 55 µA, respectively (Fig. S2 in supporting information). The voltage 
and current at different load resistances are shown in Fig. 3(a), and the 
results show that the current decreases slowly with increasing resis-
tance. This behavior led to a high output power density of 18.4 W m− 2 

(Fig. 3b) at a load of 50 MΩ, which is approximately one order of 
magnitude higher than those of other TENGs comprising inorganic 
materials. [25,26] The output power density of the Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG 
has been found higher than the Mo6S3I6/PTFE, Mo6S3I6/PFA, 
Mo6S3I6/Nylon, ITO/Nylon TENGs, which is because Mo6S3I6/ITO 
TENG has higher current at high load range above 1 MΩ. The decrease 
speed of the current for Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG is slower than the others, 
despite the lower current at lower load resistances. Surface discharge 
maybe one of the reasons for the slower current decrease, while more 
study is needed to prove assumption. 

We have further compared the Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG with other TENGs 
constructed from the triboelectric pairs (Fig. 3c–l) Mo6S3I6/PTFE, 
Mo6S3I6/PFA, Mo6S3I6/Nylon, ITO/Nylon, and ITO/PFA. The results 
showed that the other TENGs have higher open-circuit voltages and 
short-circuit currents (Fig. S3 in supporting information) than the 
Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG. However, the maximum output power densities of 
these TENGs (Fig. 3d, f, and j) were lower than that of the Mo6S3I6/ITO 
TENG, with the exception of the ITO/PFA TENG (Fig. 3l). 

The performance of the Mo6S3I6/ITO paired TENG was further tested 
by using it to charge a 100 µF capacitor (Fig. 4a), and the results indi-
cated that the capacitor was charged up to 1.226 V in 100 s, which 
corresponds to 75.2 µJ. The stability of the TENG was also tested over 
8000 cycles of TENG operation. Fig. 4(b) shows the measurements of the 
short-circuit current of the TENG at the beginning and end of the 8000 

Fig. 2. Open-circuit voltages (a, c) and short-circuit currents (b, d) of TENGs fabricated with Mo6S3I6 (a, b) or ITO (c, d) and different materials. Bentonite, TiO2 and 
PU have not been presented in c and d, because no obvious signal has been measured. 
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cycles of operation. The signal intensities vary between 30 and 50 µA, 
which may because of the pins of Mo6S3I6 nanowires that created during 
the contact-separation process. A pin can be created at one contact- 
separation process and can be eliminated at another process. Such 
processes could lead to the change of the currents. However, if we look 
at the behavior at a longer time window, the maximum and the average 
currents did not change obviously, showing a relevant stability. The 
performance of the TENG has also been tested by lighting 20 LEDs with 
the TENG, as shown in Fig. 4(c) (and Video 1 in the Supporting 
Information). 

2.3. Mechanisms 

The high output power density from the Mo6S3I6/ITO paired TENG 
was considered to result from the unique semiconducting property of the 
unbundled Mo6S3I6 nanowires and the unique chemical composition of 
ITO. Fig. 1(b) shows that the Mo6S3I6 nanowires were originally 
bundled, but the bundled structure was destroyed after TENG operation. 
The destroyed bundles are thought to be semiconducting, according to 
the literature. In this case, Mo6S3I6 appears to be a semiconductor with a 
bandgap of 1.2–1.5 eV and a Fermi level of 4.78 eV. [31] For ITO, the 
chemical composition comprises tin-doped indium oxide (In2O3) with a 

Fig. 3. Voltage, current and power density vs. load resistance for TENGs fabricated with the material pairs Mo6S3I6/ITO (a, b), Mo6S3I6/PTFE (c, d), Mo6S3I6/Nylon 
(e, f), ITO/Nylon (g, h), Mo6S3I6/PFA (i, j), and ITO/PFA (k, l). In g, the first two current data points were only measured on the sample that tested on the same day as 
the other pairs. Lately, we repeat the measurement on another day, the first two points were found normal. 

Fig. 4. (a) Charge of a 100 µF capacitor with the Mo6S3I6/ITO paired TENG. (b) Stability test of the Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG for 8000 cycles of operation, showing the 
short-circuit current. (c) 20 LEDs lit by the Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG. 
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doping level of approximately 10 at%. [33]. 
ITO is generally considered a conductive material and is used in 

electrodes as a metal. However, during the triboelectrification process 
with Mo6S3I6, the semiconductor nature of In2O3 played a very impor-
tant role. When uncharged Mo6S3I6 contacts uncharged ITO (Fig. 5a), 
there is a 90% chance that Mo6S3I6 will contact the In2O3. At this 
moment, there is no electron flow in the ITO, and its conductivity is not 
activated. Instead, In2O3 acts as a semiconductor and serves to induce 
triboelectrification with Mo6S3I6. When the charged materials are 
separated, the positive charges on ITO will be distributed because ITO is 
conductive. A band diagram showing the triboelectrification process is 
given in Fig. 5(b). The Fermi level of In2O3 is approximately 4.3 eV, [34] 
which is 0.48 eV higher than that of Mo6S3I6. When these two materials 
come into contact, the Fermi levels align at the same point, driving 
electron flow from In2O3 to Mo6S3I6. 

Unlike the charges on the ITO, the charges generated on a polymer 
such as PTFE will remain at the original location due to the dielectric 
properties of the polymer (Fig. 5c). A band diagram was also drawn to 
illustrate the charge transfer between Mo6S3I6 and PTFE. For PTFE, 
which is an organic polymer, the HOMO and LUMO are used to corre-
spond with the valence and conduction bands of semiconductors. There 
is no Fermi level defined for polymers. However, the chemical potential 
can be used in the same way as the Fermi level since the Fermi level 
actually means the chemical potential of the materials. [35] For PTFE, 
the chemical potential [(EHOMO + ELumo)/2] is at − 6.3 eV [36] (Fig. 5d), 
which is 1.52 eV lower than that of Mo6S3I6, and the difference will 
drive electron transfer from Mo6S3I6 to the orbitals of PTFE. The 1.52 eV 
difference between PTFE and Mo6S3I6 is greater than the 0.48 eV dif-
ference between In2O3 and Mo6S3I6, which might be the reason for the 
greater open-circuit voltage for the Mo6S3I6/PTFE TENG than for the 
Mo6S3I6/ITO TENG. 

3. Conclusion 

In summary, we reported here a TENG comprising all inorganic 
materials, with an output power density that is one order of magnitude 

higher than those of other inorganic-based TENGs. The mechanisms 
behind the high output have been discussed in detail, and they show that 
the semiconducting property of Mo6S3I6 and the chemical composition 
of ITO are fundamental. The findings here show the first case in which a 
TENG with an output power density in the range of tens of watts per 
square meter was made entirely with inorganic materials. These findings 
could lead to further development of inorganic TENGs that can be 
applied under conditions in which organic materials cannot perform 
well. 

4. Experimental section 

4.1. Materials 

PTFE was purchased from High-Tech-Flon®. All other plastic films 
were purchased from McMaster-Carr. Powder samples were purchased 
from Sigma-Aldrich. Mo6S3I6 was obtained from Mo6. The side view of 
the structure of Mo6S3I6 bundles were drawn using MarvinSketch 
(ChemAxon). Mo6S3I6 films were prepared by rubbing the sample on 
copper tape and manually pressing them with a flat glass. After that, air 
flow was used to remove unattached residues. 

4.2. Fabrication of TENGs 

All components TENGs were cut to a size of 3 cm × 3 cm and 
mounted on a linear motor. For powder like materials such as Mo6S3I6, 
bentonite and TiO2, the materials are rubbed on copper tapes with finger 
and pressed with a flat substrate, and subsequently blow with air to 
remove loose attached materials. The contact-separation speed of the 
measurement was set to 0.3 m/s. All experiments were done at a RH of 
25% and a temperature of 20 ◦C. 

4.3. Measurement 

Electrical measurements were performed using a PXI 4071 DMM 
(National Instruments) with a sampling rate of 100,000/s. The 

Fig. 5. (a) Schematic drawing of triboelectrification between Mo6S3I6 and ITO. (b) Band diagram showing charge transfer at the Mo6S3I6/ITO interface. (c) 
Schematic drawing of the triboelectrification between Mo6S3I6 and PTFE. (d) Band diagram showing the charge transfer at the Mo6S3I6/PTFE interface. 
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mechanical movement was enabled with a linear motor. 
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